Cooperating Technical Partners

ASFPM Monthly Conference Call

January 10, 2018

Attendees: Thuy Patton, Dave Knipe, Carey Johnson, Alan Lulloff, Laura Algeo

2D BLE – Kentucky is doing a 2D BLE mapping project with FEMA funding. Colorado is also doing a 2D BLE mapping project with state funding. At the ASFPM committee chairs retreat the Mapping & Engineering Standards committee included doing a white paper on the topic in their work plan. White paper not started yet. Dave Knipe will touch base with Suzanne Jiwani to see where she’s at as she has all the notes from the meeting.

CTP webinars – USGS inundation mapping March 13th, need to pick a time. 1PM or 2PM CST. Thuy will check with Mike Kohn for time. Dave Knipe indicated that Indiana has done over a dozen USGS inundation mapping projects. Dave will reach out and coordinate to see if an Indiana example can be included. Alan will forward the contacts for them to coordinate.

Laura indicated that if we get the info on the webinar in the next couple weeks they can get it on the CTP Collaboration monthly website and CTP Collaboration monthly newsletter for Feb and March.

CTP survey – top 2 questions to include in the upcoming webinar are federal vs non-federal funding spent on mapping projects – Carey request; CTP highest priority for training as the second question. Could add a few more questions with the follow up survey as well.

ASFPM is currently adding conference call summaries to the ASFPM CTP subcommittee web page. Historic documents from past projects will be loaded on there too. Would like to put CTP contacts on the page - will need to look into restrictions associated with sharing contact information. Laura would like to see a link to the collaboration site on there.

CTP Best Practices – related to how CTP’s bring value to the program specifically to reduce overlap with what other groups are doing. Leveraging partnerships that have common goals, e.g. USGS, Corps, NRCS.

We talked about mentoring and difference between mentoring and training. Examples are the LOMR Review Partners which would be related to mentoring vs CNMS which would be more of a training issue.

Discussed meeting at ASFPM and the happy hour afterward, Alan will connect Jenny with Carey and Thuy to start planning for that.

The CTP Award may be presented at the luncheon or if not, during the M & E session. FEMA may extend deadline to the end of January for nominations to get more in.

Carey mentioned doing a CNMS topic for the next CTP webinar. An update on content and timing will be provided on the next CTP subcommittee call.

Discussed the Lidar for LOMA guidance and the email Paul Rooney sent out, which are standards.

Laura asked about process to get CECs the CTP EMI course.